
“ Anfalas is a font that I created that's roughly inspired by /

based upon the hand drawn latin serif lettering found on the

Middle Earth maps of J.R.R. Tolkien.” It is also reminiscent

of the type of freehand lettering done for editorial cartoon

captions. It's a very versatile font applicable for a wide

variety of uses. 

The lettering was not traced or copied from a secondary

source. I,(Bill Roach), personally drew each Anfalas font
character in this package by hand before digitizing them

(including punctuation marks and special symbols). 

This font contains foreign characters, pronunciation

characters, Math characters, etc., Etc., Ad infinitum...

An example of a common use: http://www.google.com

or, fakeemailaddy@nowhere.org .

Anfalas is a flexible font that you can use either for display

and titling purposes, or just to write general text with.

It can be serious and dramatic, yet playful and lighthearted.

It can be creepy and spooky, yet mod, poppy, groovy, and

upbeat. Anfalas assumes the form and genre of nearly

anything you're using it for. It's somewhat quite adaptive.
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You could use the Anfalas font for the title work of an indie

horror movie, or, you could just as easily use it for homemade

birthday cards, Announcements, fliers, or humorous

expressions, or photo captions.

You can use it to make the lettering for fantasy maps or prop

pirate maps of your own design, or you can use it as the

lettering style for a desktop published children's book.

You could use it to print recipe's or menus, or to caption your

own satirical or political cartoons or comic panels.

You can use it for scrap booking, or an interesting font for

medieval themed writings or medieval studies.

Here's a majority of the available characters:

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÜÝÞß
àáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõö÷øùúûüýþÿ

I hope that you enjoy using Anfalas...
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